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   Dear Investors, 
 

Recessions and bear markets serve a purpose. They crush stupidity, 
incompetence and greed and reset the levers. Just as a forest ultimately 
thrives after a devastating scorched-earth fire, an economy bounces back 
healthy after a proper, cleansing rout.   
 
These stimulus packages… might succeed in saving a few companies, but… 
[it is] bound to be a drag on the markets. (You’re just going to extend the pain 
period of what’s going to eventually happen.) 
    
 Fabrice Taylor 
 March 7, 2009 
 Globe & Mail   

  
…The market does not turn when it sees the light at the end of the tunnel. It 
turns when all looks black, but just a subtle shade less black than the day 
before.   
 
  Jeremy Grantham 
  Value Investor 
  Portfolio Manager 

   
 

 

The critical importance of fixing the U.S. banking system cannot be over-emphasized. History 

offers a rich array of banking crises from which policy makers can draw lessons 

(Japan/Asia/Scandinavia). All involved deep recessions, required massive government 

intervention to clean up rotten banks, and led to big increases in public debt. The speed of 

economic recovery differed dramatically depending upon the medicine (policy choices) taken. 

Remember, the longer America lives with zombie banks, the harder it will be to end the 

economic crisis. There is the Japanese style solution (10 lost years) or the 
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Scandinavian/Korean solution (very effective but harsh). Simply stated, policy choices 

determine the pace of recovery. 

 

One thing is clear, the U.S. taxpayer is on the hook until private investors feel comfortable 

investing (through debt or equity) in distressed bank assets. Presently, there is a stand-off 

between three parties: 1) the banks (sellers of bad loans - toxic assets*), 2) the government 

(potential guarantor of proposed public–private investment fund buyer of toxic assets), and 3) 

private investors (future buyer of distressed assets). This impasse threatens to create a slew of 

zombie banks on prolonged taxpayer life support.  

 

Today there still exists a significant gap to bridge between banks, which do not want to sell at 

depressed prices because of losses they would have to recognize, and potential private 

buyers, who need to be certain of healthy returns. In essence, the U.S. treasury secretary 

hopes to restore stability and long-term viability to the banking system by luring in private 

investor monies. The challenge is whether the painful measures (and government guarantees) 

needed to remove these toxic assets can obtain the required political support. 

 

For now, there is little public tolerance for overpaying with taxpayer money (to buy 

up/guarantee these bad assets). My guess is that should the stock market continue to fall and 

the economy remain hopelessly mired in recession, the political heat will rise to such an extent 

making previously politically unfathomable banking recapitalization plans a likely possibility.  

 

The longer the U.S. government mitigates the free markets from cleansing the U.S. banking 

system, the longer it will take for an eventual recovery. The prospect of a credible plan from 

Washington (by April 30) could lead to a significant turnaround in global markets.  A healthy 

economy requires a healthy banking system.

                                                 
* Toxic assets have three investment characteristics: 1) They are hard to understand/complicated, 2) difficult to 
value, and 3) illiquid. They include asset-backed commercial paper and various derivative based securities such 
as CDO’S & CLO’s. 
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2008 Performance:   -(25.8%)                                  

January 1, 1997    — $1,000.00   (inception NAVPS*) 

December 31, 2008  — $1,819.48   (NAVPS) 

December 31, 2008  — $25.28         distribution per unit‡ 

December 31, 2008  — $1,794.20   (NAVPS after distributions) 

 
 

Sensible value-based investors will always sell too early in bubbles and 
buy too early in busts.  
 
 Jeremy Grantham 

  Letter to Investors  
  March 2009  

 
 

The fund ended the year with a net asset value of $1,794.20 per unit. After a distribution of 

25.28 per unit. 

 

We are currently enduring the most difficult and challenging economic downturn of our time. 

Quite frankly, the ferocity and intensity of this “Economic Pearl Harbour”, was not something I 

foresaw. In hindsight, a brutal cleansing of the economic system was long overdue.  

 

While we are patient value investors, we are also feeling the pain of the present market 

turbulence. As the second largest investor in the Fund, and having added to my position in 

October, my money is invested alongside our clients. I understand the discomfort and 

frustration you feel when seeing your net-worth decrease. However, the rational investor 

understands that “Mr. Fear” is ultimately our friend, since he creates irrational valuations on a 

limited time basis. 

 

The financial markets performed miserably in 2008. Despite our outperformance, the Fund’s 

returns were not satisfactory. For perspective, in 2008 the TSX was down –(33%) and the S&P 

500 plummeted –(38%). As those of you who have attended our annual meetings know, rule 

number one in this business is: “don’t lose money.” Unfortunately, for the second time in the 

Fund’s existence I did not provide positive returns on a calendar year basis. 

 

The fund started 2008 with a significant cash position (close to 30%). We were concerned with 

stock valuations and unsustainable euphoria surrounding commodities and the China growth 
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story. As the global financial system began to crack in September and October we started to 

put our cash hoard to work. The volatile markets serve to remind us that in extreme times, 

cheap stocks can become even cheaper. 

 

I find it is always best to get the “mea culpas” over with at the start. Besides enduring brutal 

market conditions, your manager did make some disappointing mistakes during 2008. 

 

My strategy to use BCE as a proxy for cash was proven wrong when the LBO takeover died in 

November. This single position produced a loss of approximately 1.75% for the fund. There 

were enough warnings to see that the deal was in jeopardy. Relying on “hope” is not a 

thoughtful investment strategy when the market is telling you otherwise. 

 

AutoCanada Income Fund was another clear loser. Despite being an income fund, I viewed 

this company as an excellent growth opportunity. The game plan was simple. The company 

would continue its consolidation of Mom and Pop auto dealerships. Hence, growth would not 

depend on the state of the economy. 

 

Nonetheless, despite being debt free, AutoCanada was a victim of the auto industry carnage. 

Its major reliance on Chrysler dealerships added huge uncertainty to the stock. I also didn’t 

realize that one of the crown jewel acquisition targets, Toyota dealerships, was off limits, as 

Toyota has a policy of refusing (in Canada) to sell its dealerships to public companies. 

 

Finally, we were also seduced into buying some U.S. financial institutions. This move, which 

although involved small positions, was a one way ticket to the toxic dump. However, the 

survivors will eventually make out like profit bandits.  

 

During the quarter I took advantage of the panic in late autumn and the continuing sell-off in 

the global equity markets. Specifically, I was not looking to purchase glamorous businesses 

that may (hopefully) grow rapidly but fail to reward investors with fat profits. We are not 

seduced by sexy investments. Solar power, wind power, ethanol, electric vehicles – “green 

shmean” – these are “investments de jour” which tempt investors with visions/promises of 

future riches and growth (like a belly dancer - enticing but dangerous). However, investors fail 

to understand the following simple proposition. “The key to investing is not assessing how 
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much an industry is going to affect society or how much it will grow, but rather determining the 

competitive advantage of any given company and above all, the durability of that advantage. 

The products or services that have wide, sustainable moats around them are the ones that 

deliver rewards to investors” (comments from Warren Buffett, November 1999). 

 

So what businesses did we load up on? Businesses which possess a wide, sustainable moat, 

in addition to global growth and fat profits, such as; Accor SA (Sofitel, Novotel), Philip Morris 

International (Marlboro – in emerging markets), the Hong Kong Exchange (Hong Kong stock 

market) and finally Diageo (Johnny Walker/Smirnoff). 

 

These great businesses give us global growth (some with large exposure to China), numerous 

great brands, significant free cash flow and solid management. These are companies I would 

feel comfortable owning even if the stock markets closed for 10 years and I could not sell a 

single share. One thing is certain, in 10 years time, Accor will be selling many more room 

nights in China and around the world. 

 

The great bear market of 2007-2009 has fostered many discomforting human emotions – 

especially fear, panic and distress. At the end of the day we believe there is a positive take on 

the present economic turmoil. Value is still value. The risk/reward pendulum has now swung in 

favour of reward. But yes, a little patience will still be required from investors in 2009. 
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Outlook 2009 

 
We’re certain, for example, that the economy will be in shambles throughout 
2009 - … but that conclusion does not tell whether the stock market will rise or 
fall… When investing, pessimism is your friend, euphoria the enemy. 
 
 Warrren Buffett 
 2008 Berkshire Hathaway 
 Shareholder Letter  
 
Clinging to cash equivalents or long-term government bonds at present yields 
is almost certainly a terrible policy if continued for long… [we] hear 
commentators proclaim “cash is king”, even though that wonderful cash is 
earning close to nothing and will surely find its purchasing power eroded over 
time. 
 
 Warren Buffett 
 2008 Berkshire Hathaway 
 Shareholder Letter 

 
       

 

We fully understand that the economic turmoil over the past year has rattled and scarred 

investor confidence. The healing process will take longer during this cycle because the 

excesses have been more pronounced. In addition, these excesses have been allowed to 

fester longer without a proper cleansing of the system.  

 

Specifically, 1990-1991 was the last period in which the global economy suffered an “old 

fashioned” severe business recession with a significant loss of jobs and auto sector 

contraction. It has been over fifteen years since a painful economic downturn has enveloped 

the global economy. 

 

Besides the removal of “toxic assets” from bank balance sheets, we also have to see some 

type of stabilization in the U.S. real-estate market for there to be economic light at the end of 

the tunnel. 

 

Since many of these bank-held toxic assets are based on home mortgages, a bottoming in 

real-estate prices will create support levels for these impaired assets. This “negative feedback 

loop” will eventually rectify itself – through time and the simple laws of supply and demand in 
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the U.S. housing market. In our opinion, only the illiterate, uneducated, non-speculative 

homebuyer can be absolved of any wrongdoing in the present sub-prime housing debacle. 

Wall Street investment banks were the grand enablers in this housing orgy. Perhaps one could 

characterize this period as a tsunami of unethical behavior. 

 

As for the “holy grail” question of when will the markets finally bottom? I have already made 

enough incorrect predictions over the past year to finally heed the advice of my partner, Ken 

Koby, and admit that my crystal ball is temporarily “out of order”.  It’s impossible to predict what 

the markets will do in the short run. (Remember, Ken is the more diplomatic half of the Value 

Contrarian team). 

 

But I will make two simple observations. Firstly, as Buffett infers from the above quote, markets 

can rise despite and well before the end of the actual recession. History tells us this is usually 

the case. Secondly, there will likely be a classic bottom “signal” just like there was at the top of 

the bull market in 2007. The bull market peak exhibited a classic sell signal with the summer 

2007 IPO of Blackstone, one of the most prominent LBO firms at the epicenter of the easy 

money – credit crisis bubble. 

 

What could a potential bear market bottom signal look like today? As in 1973-74, this bear 

market will likely not end in a crescendo of selling but rather simple resignation and 

indifference (like early March 2009).  While writing this letter we may have actually observed 

that “classic” bear market bottom signal (don’t tell Ken). Specifically, on March 12, 2009, Fitch 

Ratings cut Berkshire Hathaway’s triple “AAA” rating to double A plus (AA+). How ironic if this 

rating cut was made just as Berkshire and the markets were set to turn up. Remember, the 

rating agencies are the institutions who approved the reincarnation of sub-prime junk 

mortgages into triple “AAA” investments. Obviously, the credibility of the rating agencies is not 

in the same league as that of Berkshire. 

 

The Berkshire rating cut also reminds me of the 1999-2000 tech/telecom bubble period, when 

just prior to its bursting many were doubting Buffett’s abilities and Berkshire Hathaway stock. 

Boy, were they wrong. The stock proceeded to double in value from 2000-2003. Over the next 

five years I would certainly not be betting against Buffett or the equity markets. 
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One thing is certain, they don’t ring a bell at market tops or bottoms. As one money manager 

recently stated: “I wouldn’t know a bottom if it whacked me in the head”. No one can time the 

exact week or month of the powerful rebound which history shows will eventually take hold 

(see attached Wall Street Journal article). We recently looked back into the history books 

and learned that the Dow gained 48% off the December 1974 lows in a mere five months. 

Timing the market is a futile exercise. 

 

The fund has been strategically positioned to benefit from not only domestic but global growth. 

This is an environment (despite the shrill headlines) I am comfortable in as an investor. As a 

value investor, if I was not investing now, when would I invest? The key is not to be distracted 

by all the short-term noise. Our patience will be rewarded. Whether in five, seven, or ten years, 

a solid business such as CN Rail will still be a duopoly and earning greater profits than today. 

In other words, one must have the foresight to look beyond the present storm. Investors who 

buy stocks today will find they made a wise decision, especially in this environment of 

miniscule interest rates. 

 

Your confidence and trust during these difficult and unprecedented times is most appreciated.
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Year-End Management Note 

 

Probably 99.9% of investment management firms that sponsor mutual 
funds are there to take your money for management fees… 
 
We’ve taken the approach that if we do a good job of managing these 
portfolios and we’re the largest shareholder in the funds, the performance 
will take care of Southeastern’s revenue growth – i.e., the funds will grow 
and happy shareholders will add more capital and eventually the word will 
get out and others will partner with us. 

 

       Mason Hawkins 
       Longleaf Partners 
 
 
 

As we have always stated in the past, we cannot promise any particular results, only that 

investments for your fund will be selected based on value, not popularity.   We view our fund 

shareholders as our partners, and we assure you that the protection and growth of your capital 

will continue to be paramount in our thinking. Although only the second time in our history, 

having a year of negative returns was an experience hopefully we will not have to replicate too 

often. But they will occur. 

 

We aim not to be the biggest, but one of consistent performance, even if that means limiting 

the Fund’s size or closing it in the future.  We want to enjoy coming to work everyday.  We 

view the Value Contrarian Fund more as a private partnership, where “membership has its 

privileges”.   

 

Being the second largest shareholder and manager of your fund is certainly no guarantee of 

superior long-term results, but it may raise your comfort level having my financial interest 

aligned with yours.   

 

Some people like to buy bikini’s in January and winter coats in July. Likewise, I feel it has been 

an opportune time to expand the Value Contrarian Team with the addition of Ken Koby. I can 

already see the positive results. With over ten years of experience in the investment field 

(through various business cycles) Ken’s conservative approach and wise words has calmed 

many a client’s nerves over the past few weeks. 
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We would like to thank our shareholders for the trust you have placed in us during the past 

year. 

 

We do appreciate your referrals of qualified new fund investors.  We are also expanding 

our private client business with respect to individually managed portfolios. Don’t 

hesitate to call us for a personal review of your investment portfolios. 

 

Call today: (514) 398-0808. 

            
 

                                        Respectfully yours**,     

 
 
 
 
          

Benjamin D. Horwood 
         Portfolio Manager 
         March 17, 2009 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
P.S.  Do visit us at our web site: www.valuecontrarian.com  
 

** We’re often asked: “ When is the best time to invest in the Value Contrarian?” Although there is no best time, 
since it is impossible to time the market, a preferable entry point is when the fund has produced a month of 
negative returns or a year of underperformance. Unfortunately, human nature prefers the exact opposite.  


